SAI PRATEEK NARAYA N
ARCHITECTURE + URBAN DESIGN

ABOUT
I am an aspiring arc hi tect and urban designer with a
fer vor for ecological urbanism.
After pursuing a Master of Urban Design at Car negie
Mellon University, a Bac helor’s degree in arc hitecture
from Syracuse University and wor king as an arc hitect
in Mumbai for two ye ars in between, I feel I would
be a great fit at the intersection of urban design,
landscape urbanism, and arc hitecture.
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SOCIAL CORNERS
PROPOSING PHASED ST RATEGIES
FOR AN URBAN ECODISTRICT

Primarily focusing on reviving the commercial culture
in Millvale to form an iconic identity at its gateway,
we imagined that the collection of diverse local
businesses of Millvale’s heyday be reintegrated into
the fabric of the town. We proposed a series of
strategically-placed low-cost, short-term events to
discover the demand for commercial & recreational
amenities that incrementally grow interest &
incentivize long-term investment. This drives an
image of a historic Millvale, while looking to its
future with a unique, innovative, active community.
But this quality of locally-owned specialty shops
fades as you traverse southeast on Grant Avenue;
for some reason, the main entrance to Millvale off
of Route 28 is devoid of the identity central to
Millvale’s image. The EcoDistrict Plan emphasized
this lack of a strong entrance as well, planning for
this site to be another commercial anchor for the
town. We heard from many Millvalians a desire for
Millvale to be known regionally as a “foodie” haven:
a destination where tourists could travel to sample
a diverse range of artisanal fare. Using food and
other “destination retail” like Pamela’s Diner, Attic
Records, and Yetter’s Candy is a powerful way to
reframe Millvale’s image as an innovative town
while simultaneously opening up new opportunities
for investment.
Our proposal focuses on building intrigue
surrounding these ideas of food and destination
retail using incremental, small-scale interventions
to drive interest in long-term investment. At its
final stage, this proposal adds 7 food retailers, 6
diverse retailers, 3 new public park amenities, 10
conventional housing units, and 10 co-housing units.

Phase 3
2024

Phase 4
2028

Phase 5
2030

Phase 6
2035

Community engagement played a crucial role in the
success of this project. In the first weeks of studio, we
set up a booth at the annual Millvale Days Parade,
asking Millvalians to talk about their favorite spots
in town and the places they thought could use
improvement. This narrowed down our project scope
to primarily focusing on the access to the riverfront,
which is hidden and made dangerous by a confusing
tangle of roads, highway overpasses, railways, and
more.
Each of our presentations was given to groups of
community members who were both interested in
the project as well as the major stakeholders we
identified throughout the semester. Feedback from
PennDOT, knowledgeable locals, and borough
leaders was invaluable to the design process. For
example, one huge design move given to the studio
was to demolish an entire block and start fresh;
however, after meeting with locals, we discovered
that this demolition would destroy a community
anchor, Grant Bar, so we decided to adjust our
schemes drastically to accommodate this iconic
building.
The research portion of this project, focusing on
shortterm strategies, was even more produced
in collaboration with Millvalians; stakeholder
interviews, meetings with the Borough, and
consultations with traffic engineers from PennDOT
allowed us to produce a menu of strategies that
could quickly and fairly cheaply improve the
pedestrian and bicycle crossing between the town
and the riverfront. Interactive renderings allowed
the community to mix and match these strategies.
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NEXUS
BALANCING SUSTAINABILITY
WITH HYPER-LOCALISM

The Huron-Wendat people, who lived on these same
shores of Lake Ontario between 1200-1600 AD,
believe that the circle symbolizes interconnectedness
between humans and nature. Circles still fascinate
us today, emphasizing continuity and unity.
In comparision, Nexus complements Toronto’s
surrounding neighborhoods, welcoming visitors
and residents alike to an ecologically-sound and
programmatically diverse wholesome space.
Community-led programming engages the residents
of nearby neighborhoods, bringing city-wide
attention and real estate speculation to the currently
underutilized site while focusing on the needs of the
existing and potential residents.
To complement the river’s naturalization, impervious
pavement is demolished and replaced with natural
landscaping nearest to the river which returns
excess water to the Don via bioswales. The Focus,
a beautiful multi-purpose amphitheater, can hold
stormwater and host community gatherings, like
the Toronto Light Festival. Green roofs on the lower
platforms of each building offer supplementary
opportunities to collect stormwater on the site,
bringing sustainability benefits to the site and health
benefits to the region.
Heavily inspired by Canada’s liberal immigration
policies and Toronto’s rich social diversity and
evolving ecological history, this project is designed
to inspire interaction and unity. The proposed Nexus
neighborhood allows existing urban patterns,
interactions, and communities to converge: an act
that could be considered the embodiment of Toronto.
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researc h on theoretical frameworks tha t
culmina te in a publica tion + exhibition

ATLAS OF COMMONING
ACTIVATING URBAN
BOTTOM-UP ST RATEGIES

This research-based design studio focused on the
bottom-up transformation of cities and explored
how designers and planners could tap into the
self-organizing behavior of cities. Focusing on case
study research centered on citizen-led initiatives in
Pittsburgh and Zurich, the lessons and inspirations
drawn led to the development of individual thesis
proposals. The critical investigation of practices of
urban commoning and their contextualization in a
broader societal transition, served as a stepping
stone towards the articulation of individual
hypotheses.
The commons are emerging as a key concept
beyond the binaries of public and private space
for tackling the challenges of the contemporary
metropolis - How do we build urban resilience in the
face of diminishing resources? How do we tackle the
growing inequity in the face of polarizing politics?
How do we articulate common interests despite
increasing social individualization?
The project focuses on urban commons—here
commons are to be understood as a set of practices
dealing with the production and management of
(material and immaterial) collective resources and
spaces in general, rather than with the resources
themselves, hence “commoning”, the verb, takes
center stage.
Through this studio, we produced research and
publications over a year-long span - learning
from an initial 18 months of collective research culminating in individual thesis proposals and an
architectural exhibition in the Miller Institute for
Contemporary Art.

THE BREATHE PROJECT

THE
BREATHE PROJECT
PITTSBURGH, UNITED STATES
“Hell with the lid
taken off”

enlightened activism through collective
responsibility of air quality in Pittsb urgh

“Top 10 most polluted cities
in the nation with year-round
particle pollution”

“Top 2% of US counties
for cancer risk from
air pollution”

“Heavy Industry - Clairton
Coke Works is one of the
biggest contributors”

58% of air pollution
still comes from
industries

22% of air
pollution comes
from homes

“Particulate matter 2.5
comes from diesel trucks,
trains, cars, and coal”

22% of air pollution
comes from mobility
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Pittsburgh has had an exhausting struggle with air
pollution, dating back to the mid-19th century with the
rise of iron, steel, and coke industries filling the air with
putrid, dense smoke, giving Pittsburgh its slogan of
“Hell with the Lid Off”. While it seems that the quality
of air has greatly improved in the recent decades,
it is sadly not the case. Allegheny County (of which
Pittsburgh is a part) still ranks in the top 2% of counties
in the United States for cancer risk from air pollution,
their year-round particulate pollution levels result in
many cases of asthma, strokes, neurodegenerative
disorders, birth defects and varied forms of cancer.

“29% of days in 2017
had good air quality”
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As a clearinghouse of information, research and
empowerment on air quality for Pittsburgh and
Southwestern Pennsylvania, The Breathe Project has
been a public facing organization since March of
2018, and with the aid of science, technology, and
research, empowers citizens with political awareness
and factual evidence to take action towards better
air - a medium through which pertinent information is
disseminated to the masses.
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It is fairly evident that air is a vital resource to all
living beings, and fighting for an improved quality
of air is paramount. However, concerned citizens
are not fully aware of how dire the situation is, and
are uncertain of how to move forward and make an
impact other than protest. With the rapidly advancing
digital commons created by the internet, The Breathe
Project comes into play in that precise location.
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“Pittsburgh’s recent lead crisis is only the tip
of the iceberg when it comes to our aging
infrastructure, particularly in working-class
communities. Working alongside The Breathe
Project is helping me be a tireless advocate
and organizer for protecting our environment
and all of us who must live in it.” - Summer Lee

Enlightened
Protest

“As active citizens who are concerned
with the air quality in Pittsburgh, we are
protesting at County Executive Rich
Fitzgerald’s office every Friday with
insurmountable data provided by the
crowdsourced SmellPGH App.”

SmellPGH
App

MEHR ALS WOHNEN
co-opera tive housing on an urban scale to
house 1,200 residents in Zuric h

A number of noteworthy projects prove that in
recent years the building cooperatives in Zurich have
again become important players not only in housing
construction, but also in architectural culture and social
development. The completion of the ensemble of 370
apartments in the Hunziker area on the northern edge
of the city impressively demonstrates these ambitions
in a major urban project.
In 2004, thirty-five of Zurich’s housing cooperatives
assembled to stage a design competition for the largest
cooperative housing project since the conception of
the movement in Switzerland over a hundred years
prior. Mehr Als Wohnen, or “more than living”, is
intended to usher in a new era of cooperative housing,
transcending the scale of the building and attempting
the scale of the neighborhood.
The competition awarded the urban design to firms
Futurafrosch and Duplex, who described the street
network, building perimeters and guidelines, and the
general community network of retailers, restaurants,
offices, and more to be injected into the neighborhood
to serve both the housing project as well as the rest of the
community. The three other firms - Muller Sigrist, Pool,
and Miroslav Sik - worked within the collaboratively
set guidelines to design the buildings. The process of
negotiation between architects, urban designers, and
cooperatives at the design stage and at this large
a scale is unprecedented in the region, producing a
project that attempts to build in both variation and
continuity at the scale of a neighborhood.
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HYDRO FICTIONS
COMMONING ST RATEGIES
FOR WATER LITERACY AND PLACE-MAKING

“COLLABORATIVE SPACES
FOR THE STATE AND PUBLIC
TO HARMONIZE AND SHARE
KNOWLEDGE ON OUR
CRITICAL RESOURCES”

From the market vying for the privatization of water
and sea level rise impacting real estate values, to
waterfronts being threatened by climate change
and a growing concern for access to clean water
is so powerful in our lives. Yet, we are blatantly
oblivious to its implications on all facets of our lives.
Charles Fishman, author of “The Big Thirst: The
Secret Life and Turbulent Future of Water”, calls
the human race “water illiterate” – and rightfully so.
This increased distance from our relationship with
water and creeping destruction of the hydrosocial cycle has caused a distorted perception of
water and lack of public knowledge. Architects
have focused on the consumption end of the food/
water chain through restaurants and stores providing
environments to export packaged and processed
goods. They barely consider the global discussion
surrounding water access and its consideration,
missing a huge opportunity for urban designers to
intervene and produce collaborative spaces for the
state and public to harmonize and share knowledge
on our critical resources, perhaps even spark ideas
for alternative methods of resource negotiation.
This thesis proposes a series of short-term and longterm strategies that improve the workings of the
PWSA, provide citizens with more of a voice for
their water, and promote advocacy for this growing
contested resource to cultivate safe, educational,
and immersive public spaces that thrive on the
collaboration of the state and public spheres.

Source: Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

One of the proposed strategies would be to use
crowd-sourcing methods to create content for
a smartphone application that indicates the
location of drinking water fountains in the city
of Pittsburgh region – similar to the creation of the
Smell Pittsburgh application implemented by The
Breathe Project to give residents a voice as well as
accumulate data on air quality for more evidencebased activism. This app could also provide residents
to indicate taste and quality of water in the city
of Pittsburgh, zoomed to the census tract level. This
would give residents a chance to recommend
locations to install drinking water fountains in the
city and provide critiques on PWSA’s performance
on water treatment, entering the decision making
process regarding water accessibility.
Another strategy would be a design festival to invite
the creative community of Pittsburgh to design
water fountains in each neighborhood across
Pittsburgh. Currently there is a severe lack of
public drinking water fountains. Similar to the New
Public Hydrant designed by Agency-Agency for the
Water Futures Research Program – where designers
created a series of bright blue plumbing fixtures
that turned the New York City’s fire hydrants into
inclusive public drinking fountains or showers – this
would be a method for a municipal authority like
PWSA to advocate for public drinking water, as
well as engage the public in innovative methods
for access to drinking water. Even with one public
water fountain per neighborhood, it would amount
to a total of 92 fountains – a significant addition to
the current 46 fountains across the city.
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HYPER RAIL
ANALYZING COMMUTERS
TO ENRICH THE SMART CITY I NITIATIVE

With the massive influx of population in London,
there was a need to create a new form of public
transportation along the River Thames. The desire
to create a monorail system to help aid the
demographics in London was seen as a stepping
stone to project London forward among the “Smart
Cities” as declared by Siemens’ research of more
efficient urban regions.
One of the primary aspects that go into creating
a “smart city” is the generation of a functioning
public transportation system. While the London
Underground and the bus system do a great deal
in providing systematic and timely movement
throughout the various regional zones, it is evident
that a lot more can be done in creating a highspeed and efficient public transportation system for
the various demographics of the city of London.
By personally analyzing the various users of public
transportation in London, it was possible to divide
the users into two groups - one that claim the journey
as an experience, and the other as an inconvenience.
With these two classifications, a design for two
travel pods was generated, placed one above
the other on a suspended monorail track, that
incorporated a walking path. This monorail system
traveled alongside The Thames river, stretching
from London Heathrow to London City Airports.
The design proposal grew in scale to declare itself
a transportation hub - by redesigning the nearby
Waterloo train station as well as the incorporation
of a bus and taxi stand, thereby creating a large
recreational plaza alongside the Thames River.

Section A-A’ | Looking East | 1:200

London City Airport
London
Eye

London Heathrow

O2
Arena

GROUP A WANTED LEISURE,
VIEWS, & PRIVACY
JOURNEY AS AN EXPERIENCE
achieved with zoning by creating
private seating area and transparency

GROUP B WANTED SPEED &
ABILITY TO FOCUS
JOURNEY AS AN INCONVENIENCE
achieved with a sterile non-distracting
environment, aerodynamic cars and
limited number of stops.
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GEARY 2.0
CREATING RESILIENT COM MUNITIES
IN THE FACE OF HIGH DENSIFICATION

Geary Boulevard is a major east-west 6-mile
thoroughfare in San Francisco, CA. Starting from
the renowed Market Street downtown, Geary runs
westbound across the Civic Center area, mostly
through the predominantly residential Richmond
District, ending at Sutro Heights Park at the Pacific
Ocean. Though considered a commercial artery for
the Richmond district, this 8-lane road is practically
a highway, with priorities given to the automobile, a
practice that is slowly being run out of San Francisco.
By being introduced to the Resilient San Francisco
document created by the City and County of San
Francisco, we aimed at following the 4 goals goals
set by the City - preparing for tomorrow, mitigating
and retrofitting, ensuring housing, and empowering
neighbors and communities through improved
connections.
We proposed to revive Geary’s street life to emulate
the essence of a promenade that supports the
densification of the neighborhood and structurally
allows for the breezy flow of fog, visitors and
inhabitants. By introducing a light rail system along
Geary Boulevard, we aimed to create an eastwest transit hub. With the addition of bike lanes
and sidewalk expansions, an auto-centric corridor
becomes moreaccessible to alternative modes
of transportation while fostering a more vibrant
pedestrian experience.
The repurposing of vacant lots throughout Geary
Boulevard provides intervention opportunities for
an attractive destination within the city that promote
community building.
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SYSTEMS OF INDEPENDENCE
EXPLORING LIGHT AS A DIALECT
FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED USERS

There has been a recent trend in designing facade
systems where meeting the needs of sustainability
was the primary concern. However, it is this necessity
to meet sustainability standards that has neglected
the thought of complete accessibility. Regardless
of the ongoing research by merging computational
design technologies with user experience to create
high-end technological systems, there is still not much
being done for individuals with physical disabilities.
It is true that with each passing year, there are
multiple attempts at designing highly accessibly
buildings. There does seem to be a deficiency in
attempting to accommodate design for those with
a lack of vision.
Blindness is a somewhat elastic term to describe a
wide range of visual limitations. The functionally
blind, for example, cannot see not well enough to
get by without significantly altering their lives, such
as by reading braille or listening to books on tape.
Legal blindness is defined as falling short of the
statuatory standard of visual acuity, i.e. - 20/200
vision in most of the United States of America.
Partial vision loss varies from person to person.
Cataract sufferers experience cloudy or fuzzy
images and struggle to see shapes, whereas
someone with a macular degeneration might retain
normal peripheral vision, but gradually lose central
vision. A diabetic’s visual problems tend to manifest
as shadows and blurring; glaucoma sufferers might
live with haziness and tunnel vision.

All of these disorders permit some level of sight or
light perception. Total blindness, also known as NLP
(No Light Perception) is reserved for those who lack
even these limited abilities; in fact, they see nothing
at all. Nevertheless, recent research has revealed
that, at least in some cases, even the totally blind
might be able to perceive light non-visually. The
range of vision for the visually impaired is infinite
depending on the individual. “Blind” is often
misunderstood as applying only to persons having
zero vision. Although that holds true for the totally
blind, they represent the smallest percentage
(approximately 10%) of “Blind,”. There are four
widely accepted classifications, developed for
educational purposes, each covering a wide range
of visual impairment: partially sighted, low vision,
legally blind, and totally blind. Although the sense
of vision is limited in all blind persons, and nonexistent in a small percentage, it is still an important
tool which must be understood when designing for
the visually impaired.
The senses provide a framework as piece marks to
larger spatial constructions. The primary difference
between sighted and visually impaired individuals
is how they conceive space. Sighted individuals
immediately comprehend the whole then deconstruct
into components. With an inverse perceptional
process the visually impaired first comprehend
the components then mentally construct and
conceptualize the whole. This ability to observe, feel
and mentally construct constituents to a whole can
be implemented into some of the novel programs
added into the program I deem applicable.
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MITTAL TOWNSHIP
INVESTIGATING SITE AND COMMUNITY
FOR A LOW-COST MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT

Shahapur is a census town in the Thane district
in the Indian state of Maharashtra. Surrounded
by the Sahyadri mountain range, this area has
been declared a center of tourism for its scenic
views and distance from the hustle and bustle of
the overpopulated city of Mumbai. The various
informal settlements that currently inhabit the
Shahapur region are in an area of adequate
windspeed, abundant heat and high water shortage.
Furthermore, upon conducting various site visits and
surveys, it came to light that there was a dangerous
lack of medical and educational facilities, not to
mention the great shortage of water in a state that
is currently undergoing a drought period.
These concerns helped alter the initially proposed
residential development into a much larger scheme,
for the benefit of the community and its surrounding
settlements, thereby creating a more sustainable
community, equipped with medical, educational and
daily needs. By taking advantage of the abundant
sunlight in the area by implementing passive design
strategies, it was possible to propose a “beacon of
hope” in this rural locale.
Upon visiting the site, and experiencing the site first
hand, the team came to realize various factors that
would need to be taken with deep consideration:
- there are several factories in close vicinity to the
proposed site.
- there exists a railway line to the west of the site,
and a station and the northwestern point of the site.

For both the above mentioned points, it was
determined that by creating a strong natural
buffer in the form of landscape, it would provide
negligible sound reduction for the residents in the
proposed housing.
Upon visiting several of the neighboring villages
of the Shahapur area and interacting with the
residents, the team was made aware of facilities
that were a great distance away from the proposed
area, namely:
- a hospital / medical center,
- a school for varying age groups, and
- availability of groceries and conviniences
It was critical to decrease the amount of housing
on the proposed location to provide the above
amenities, not only for the residents but for the
surrounding communities as well, converting the
proposed site into a self-sustaining center for the
communities in the Shahapur area.
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OTHER PROJECTS

This research project was undertaken to identify and assess the
feasibility of strategies to improve the safety and enhance the quality
of access between Millvale and the Allegheny Riverfront, particularly
at the complicated intersection of PA Route 28 Exit 3 and East Ohio
Street, known locally as “The Curve.” The prominence of this gateway
location makes improvement of the area a potential catalyst for further
revitalization of the Borough.

Coastline Restoration and Innovative
Responses in the Bay Area:
A Literature Review

This report outlines the three focuses of these design solutions, existing
schemes, methods of stakeholder engagement, a menu of strategies
determined, funding research, methods for the evaluation of any
intervention, and final recommendations for the connection.

Sai Prateek Narayan
Urban Ecology
Prof. Nida Rehman
May 10, 2018

on design concepts created in a graduate urban design studio
MILLVALE MOBILITYBuilding
in the fall of 2017, the Remaking Cities Institute research team has
MILLVALE MOBILITY

Connecting Millvale to the River and the Region

Connecting Millvale to the River and the Region
developed a set of interventions in the built environment that improve
Remaking Cities Institute, Carnegie Mellon University
Traffic21, Carnegie Mellon University
Metro21, Carnegie Mellon University
Supported by the Smart Mobility Challenge

access and safety and contribute to the Borough’s economic and social
vitality.

The key to optimizing the location and functionality of existing postal
facilities to increase community resilience is to partner with the network
of approximately 24,000 privately owned postal facilities. Targeting
multi-tenant buildings in zip codes with high poverty indicators, declining
population, and/or low broadband capacity yield priority locations for
identifying facilities at risk of suspension or permanent discontinuation.
Discontinuation of postal facilities in vulnerable places can have a
Prepared for the Borough of Millvale, Pennsylvania
disproportionately negative effect on a community. Proactively engaging
by the Remaking Cities Institute and Carnegie Mellon University
POSTAL FACILITIES
property owners, engaging and assessing community assets, and
Platforms for Community Resilience
assembling a menu of complimentary services could mitigate facility
A White Paper
discontinuation and unnecessary costs for both USPS and communities.

Project Lead

Andrew Butcher, Executive Fellow
The Heinz College of Information Systems and Public Policy
Metro 21 Smart Cities Institute

Research Assistants

Sai Prateek Narayan (MUD ‘19), Lindsay Poss (MSPPM ‘18)

Based upon the recommendations and findings of this report a pilot
project will launch in Pittsburgh in 2019 as a collaboration between
Postal facility owners and local community based organizations. The pilot
project will serve as the subject of an interdisciplinary course at Carnegie
Mellon University between the Heinz College, The School of Architecture
and the School of Design.

Globally renowned experts in the field of climate science are incredibly
concerned that human beings and their activities have become so invasive
that they combat the forces of nature and are now pushing the earth into
an unknown territory. Due to this invasive behavior, the Earth is slowly
declining into a much wetter and stormier state. It goes without saying
that the destructive phenomena such as Hurricanes Katrina, Sandy and
many more are directly affecting the coastlines for a number of years.
With the added threat of sea-level rise now, it is these coastlines we will
be depending on as the first line of defense from flooding of our world’s
cities.

01_Introduction

Learning from Love Canal
A Community Analysis at the Heart
of the Superfund Era

Sai Prateek Narayan
13 December 2018
American House and Housing Since 1850
Prof. Diane Shaw

This literature review offers a look into current conditions of the
coastlines, (using the Northern California Bay Area as an example),
human impacts on the coastal regions, concluding with postulating
various coastline restoration trends and their implications on the rising
sea levels. These readings should be considered vital to policy-makers,
and designers. It would also raise interest and awareness in communities
living in coastal regions globally.
In current times, environmental health is a critical topic, with the citizenled initiatives in full speed towards the accountability of the state’s and
market’s ignorance of community health and sanitary living conditions.
However, before aiding communities in their fight for the right of the
planet and their health, a thorough community study is required, one
that constitutes all parties involved, in order to understand the varying
mindsets involved that resulted in the abhorrent decisions that may have
resulted in the loss of life and place.
To understand this better, it would be best to look at the epicenter of
the environmental health movement - Love Canal, New York. This paper
will look at the creation of Love Canal and its transition in the 1950s
from a municipal dumping ground to a residential neighborhood
emanating from a school. The history of Love Canal will be followed by
a brief summary of the events of the tragedy that led to the creation of
the Superfund Era. This paper will also attempt a community study of
the two main parties of the Love Canal incident - the neighborhood of
Love Canal and the Hooker Chemical Corporation.
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